30 November 2016

AN ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN ROLE THAT’S SO NERDY IT’S ACTUALLY COOL
Are you an electronics technician and just love electronics?
Yes?
Then come and talk to us.
Be part of a great team building high-tech export products.
Enjoy a fun, professional and pleasant work environment.
Let me introduce ourselves. We’re Elexon. We’re an innovation company.
We develop and manufacture high-tech stuff that’s exported all over the
world. We seem to be pretty good at it, which is probably why we really
enjoy what we do.
We have another electronics technician role to fill. This role is so nerdy
that it’s actually cool at the same time, especially if you love electronics as
much as we do. If you thought that nerdy and cool were opposites, then
you haven’t been to Elexon yet. You will need to not only fix electronic
circuit boards but also figure out how to fix the manufacturing process so
that all of the new boards work first time, every time. The second bit is
important, because if we keep making things that don’t work and just keep
on fixing them, it’s not going to end well.
The job involves:
•
Fault-finding and fixing complex electronic circuit boards and then
working out how to make them better the next time (hopefully you’ll
get us to point where 100.00% of products work first time);
•
Fault-finding and fixing warranty claims (in particular figuring out
why we stuffed up and how to make sure we never, ever, do that
again); and
•
Helping production make other things (our production staff are
great, but they’re not technicians and some of the test equipment
has an awful lot of knobs).
ELEXON ELECTRONICS Pty Ltd
Required skills, experience and qualifications:
•
You must be great at fault finding and fixing electronics (sorry,
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just being nerdy isn’t enough), and for clarity, we’re talking about fixing
the electronics at component level, not swapping a broken board for a new
one or fixing a broken wire;
•
Formal qualifications as an electronics technician, although, if don’t
have the bits of paper but you do have a mountain of experience and are
nothing short of awesome at electronics, please apply anyway (we’ll figure
out pretty quickly whether you know what you’re doing);
•
Hands-on experience with manual assembly and soldering of very
small Surface Mount Technology (SMT) components Devices (a pair of those
black-rimmed glasses would be perfect);
•
A consistent, positive attitude; and
•
A willingness to follow process and to help develop process.
Desirable experience:
•
Experience with Lean Manufacturing techniques.
If your electronics experience is limited to replacing circuit boards or
finding bad connections, there are plenty of other roles for you to apply
for.
Does this sound like a job for you?
Location: Brendale, Brisbane, Queensland.
Please send your application to:
frank.faller@elexonelectronics.com
or contact us on 07 3193 7140

Elexon Holdings Pty Ltd is owned by two discretionary trusts: Bateman
Trust #3 and The Kuiper Trust.
Elexon Holdings is a holding company that owns two subsiduaries: Elexon
Electronics Pty Ltd and Mindspark Technologies Pty Ltd. Elexon Electronics
conducts trade with the outside world, whereas Mindspark owns the group’s
assets including equipment and Intellectual Property.
Elexon Holdings was formed in Jan 2006, when it purchased the expertise
and know-how of IEDEC Pty Ltd. IEDEC operated very successfully for over
12 years before the transition to Elexon. All IEDEC staff transitioned to
Elexon.
Regards

Pieter Kuiper
Managing Director

